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Abstract
In this paper we describe a novel robot learning
method that enables a mobile robot equipped with
sonar and IR light sensors to automatically acquire
the ability to negotiate objects and dock by simply
interacting with the environment. We achieve this
by providing the robot with sonar and IR sensors for
detecting objects and the relative direction of IR
beacons placed in the environment. A set of fuzzy
associative maps (FAMs) is also provided to the robot for learning associations between sonar sensor
data, immediate trajectories and appropriate velocities for traversing trajectories. Learning is performed
in real time without the credit assignment problem
by training each FAM with training data acquired
from sonar sensors and the robot's interactions with
the environment. Once the robot learns to adequately perceive its environment in terms of trajectory velocities, object aviodance, and docking behaviour is possible by providing the robot with a
single instruction to: follow fast trajectories toward
highest priority beacons. Results are provided that
show how this learning approach can automatically
enable a mobile robot to acquire navigation skills
and the ability to locate and dock with its charging
bay within cluttered environments.
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Introduction.

Providing robots with the ability to learn behaviours not
only can lead to more flexible and robust devices in unfamiliar environments but potentially can save considerable ,development time and costs because the robot effectively establishes it own control function between sensors
and actuators. Furthermore, by being adaptive the, robot
may also be able to adjust its internal state to suit differing environments and remain operational when non-vital
components fail or become damaged. Previously, it has
been demonstrated that robots can automatically acquire
behaviours via a variety of learning methods, (see [1], [2],
[3], [4] & [5] for reinforcement learning (RL) methods
and [6], [7], [8] & [9] for classifier (or evolutionary)
techniques). However, these methods only produce suc-

cessful results where the input to output state space is
small enough to be learnt in real time.
Generally, this restricts most robo~ learning experiments to be performed with toy robots equipped with
minimal sensing or larger robots with greatly restricted
sensing in highly structured environments. Furthermore,
to facilitate the learning process, the output responses are
usually kept to a minimal set of simple commands (eg
left, right, forward, backward) with no variable control of
velocity. (For a comprehensive survey of adaptive robot
work see [1]). These limitations are due mainly to the
credit assignment problem (CAP) in RL techniques and
the fitness evaluation problem in classifier methods. The
CAP results mainly from the time lag between time steps
and the uncertainty associated with assigning credit to
actions when delayed reinforcement signals are involved.
The fitness evaluation problem is due to the time required
to evaluate possible control solutions on the actual robot,
as explained in [10] and [11].
To effectively negotiate unknown or unstructured environments and "to perform useful tasks, mobile robots not
only require considerable sensing to adequately resolve
the environment but should also have a diverse range of
output responses to efficiently control the robot's direction and velocity. However, the limitations imposed on
adaptive robots by the credit assignment problem and the
fitness evaluation problem make this goal difficult to
achieve with most existing robot learning methods.
To avoid the credit assignment problem and the fitness
evaluation problem, we have been developing adaptive
robot controllers that are based on the robot learning to
perceive 'the environment in terms of trajectory velocities
with Fuzzy ~sociative Maps (FAMs). We refer to this
form of learning as Traject~ry Velocity Learning (TVL).
Previously, we demonstrated how TVL can enable mobile robots equipped with sonar sensors to acquire object
avoidance, wall following and goal seeking behaviors,
simultaneously in unstructured environments [12], [13]
Also, we demonstrated how TVL mobile robots can adapt
to changed environments and damaged sensors [14]. In
this paper we demonstrate how robust homing behaviour
and docking can also be achieved with TVL robots by
adding infra-red (IR) sensors to the robot for determining
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the relative direction of prioritized beacons placed at specific locations in the environment. .(Note: for a concise
description ofFAMs, see [15]).
In Section .2.• . \V~i briefly describe theTVL· controller
used in our previous work.. In Section 3 we explain how a
TVLro9ot can. effectively navigate indoor. environments,
negotiater.andolllly placed obstacles and r.eturn to its
chargingb~y 1JycoDlPl~ing with .• a. sin~le instl"Uction Ie:
follow fast traj~ctories toward highest priority beacon. In
Section 4 .• we. provide experimental results. demonstrating
the effectiveness of this approach to mobile robot navigation.

2 Acquiring Robot Behaviours by Learning
Trajectory.Velocities
TVL differs to ather robot ·.learningmethods .• in that the
used to learniassociationsbetweennsensor range
readings and traJectoryivelocities as shown in Fig. 1.
robo~ •is

Figure • l .•·· • Usillg a.··.yamabico . roboteqU;ipped with 16 • sonar
sensors to .• 1earn associations between range readings. and trajectory velocities.

We use··· 7 trajectories, ·labeled T3R-T3L in Figure 1, with
eachibeingeither aline straightahead or an arc to the left
or right of preset radii. So instead of leaming which
comm.and to ·perfolUl based on·· sensor data, TVL robots
actually learn to perceive their environment in terms of
how fast they should move along the available immediate
trajectories. The two main reasons for this are:
(1) The required knowledge can be obtained from the
robot's interactions with the environment with relative ease and certainty.
(2) The learnt knowledge can. enable the robot to perform a variety of useful behaviours by making simple choices based on its perception of learnttrajectory velocities.

2.1 Learning Trajectory Velocities
Trajectory velocities can easily be learnt by considering
collision points of traversed 'trajectory as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Learning trajectory velocities by considering the
collision points of traversed trajectories.

This is done by using a preset constant deceleration rate
to calculate the appropriate velocity for each point leading up to each trajectory's collision point (if any). So if
the robot were to again follow a colliding trajectory
(similar to those learnt) it would come to a safe halt just
before conting into contact with the object by complying
with learnt velocities. If a traversed trajectory does happen to collide with an object(Le. completes a full circles)
then itcanapproprjately be associated with a .maximum
safe velocity. Trajectory collision points .can.. be obtained
by using accumulated sensor data<andodometry to estimate. their positions or altematively by just following
each selected trajectory slowly until a' collision occurs.

2.2 Acquiring Multiple Behaviours with TVL
Since TVL is basedoD learning to perceive the environmentin terms oftrajectory velocities rather than learning
to.perform specific <behavioural actions,it is possible.for
the. robot to produce.any different ibebaviours without
the .need for the.robot toleamdifferent associative maps.
For example, ifwein.struct the robotfollow fast trajectories which are closest to the forward direction, as in Fig.
3(a), object avoidance behaviour becomes exhibited because trajectories which lead into free· space will be perceived to have faster velocities than trajectories which
collide with nearby objects. Similarly, wall following and
goal seeking behaviours can ·be<produced by providing
the robot with an instruction to: follow fast trajectories
which are closest to the nearest object, or: follow fast
trajectories toward the goal location respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3(b)&(c).
Object Avoidance Behaviour

(8)

Wall Following Behaviour

Goal Seeking Behaviour

CboeH fast . . . . .1}'
dONal to nearest object

( C:==I~~)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.... UsingTVL to produce multiple behaviours: (a) Object avoidance (b) Wallfollowing (c) Goal seeking.

2.3 Adjusting TVLBehaviours
Adjustingthe.robot's/object.clearaDce. distance can also
be achieved by providing "the robot with a .variable velocity threshold. to .determine if a.J1y~rceivedU"ajectoryvelocity is considered to be fast or slow. For example, if the
velocity threshold is lowered therobotIollowsttajectories closer to objects before its velocity. falls below the
threshold causing another faster trajectory to be .selected.
When performing any behaviour, this tends to allow the
robot to move closer.to objects before avoiding them.
Conversely, raising the threshold . causes the robot to
maintain faster velocities and larger object clearance
distances.
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2.4 Using FAMs to Map Sensors to Trajectory
Velocties

3 Performing Homing and Docking Behaviour with a TVL Robot

Like lookup tables, FAM matrices have the advantage of
allowing fuzzy rule consequents to be directly accessed
from the input vector which enables their output to be
produced quickly. However, their main drawback is that
their size increases exponentially with increasing numbers of inputs and fuzzy sets. For example, a FAM with
16 inputs and 4 fuzzy sets describing each input will require 4 16 or 4,294,970,000 entries to store its rule consequents. For this reason TVL FAMs have to be carefully
configured in order to make efficient use of available
memory.
To store velocities belonging to the robot's seven trajectories we use seven FAMs as shown in Figure 4. Each
FAM receives its own independent input vector which is
derived from sonar sensors that are considered the most
relevant for detecting objects in the vicinity of the FAM's
trajectory. For example, to resolve the forward trajectory,
FAM TO would be connected to the forward sonar sensor
as well as some sensors to the left and right of the forward sensor.

The requirement of a mobile robot to effectively return to
its charging bay is essential in many applications. Particularly if the robot is to function without service personal being present to assist the robot. Typical examples
of such applications are surveillance robots and teleoperated robots where the link between robot and operator can become lost or interrupted. The task of autonomously navigating buildings to find specific locations can
be difficult to achieve with even the most sophisticated
sensing devices. Corridors are often featureless, compasses and GPS are highly inaccurate due to the presence
of metal building materials, and odometry cannot be relied on due its susceptibility of being disrupted by collisions, wheel slip or temporary loss of power.
However, the task of navigating indoor environments
can be greatly facilitated by placing beacons at specific
locations to help guide the robot to a particular destination. TVL robots are particularly suited to this task due
their ability to automatically acquire obstacle avoidance,
wall following and goal-seeking behaviours. Thus, by
providing a TVL robot with sufficient sensing to determine a beacon's location or direction the robot can easily
negotiate obstacles and persue a beacon's position by
being provided with a single instruction to: choose fast
trajectories nearest to ,the beacon's direction. Furthermore, by placing multiple beacons at specific locations
(with each having characteristic signals as shown in Figure 6) the robot can be switched to pursue a pathway toward a specific location by prioritizing each beacon's
signal. This can be achieved by giving the robot a single
instruction to choose fast trajectories nearest to the di..
rection ofthe highest priority beacon as Figure 7 depicts.

Trajectory

Trajectory

Sensors

Velocities

~T3L

T3l
sensors~

~T2l

T2l
sensors ~II

II

II

T3R

~T3R
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Figure 4. Storing associations between sensors and trajectory
velocities in 7 FAM matrices

Figure 5 describes how we connected each FAM to sensors and allocated membership functions for resolving
each trajectory. (Note: where more than one sensor is
used as an input to a FAM, the minimum range reading is
always accepted as the input value).
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Figure 5. Sensors and fuzzy membership functions designated
to the FAM matrices of trajectories TO, TlL, TIL and TIL.
(FAMs TlR to T3R are the same as TlL to T3L except symmetrically opposite sensors are used)

Figure 6. Finding home by seeking prioritized IR beacons.
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By monitoring the IR sensors, the robot can detennine
the approximate direction of visible beacons and establish
the direction it should pursue to return to its docking bay.
Providing the robot has acquired sufficient trajectory velocity perception of its environment, objects encountered
by the· robot while pursuing beacons are automatically
avoided by the robot's homing instruction, ie choose fast

trajectories nearest to the direction of the highest priority
beacon. This effectively prevents collisions with objects

Choose feat tnljectory nearest to
dIrectJon of highest prtortty beacon

Figure 7. Performing homing behaviour with a TVL robot.

To enable the robot to detect IR beacons we mounted 16
IR. detectors, together with the sonar sensors, around the
top of the robot (see Figure 8).

by confming the robot to select only trajectories that are
perceived to be fast, as explained in Section 2. If the robot looses sight of a beacon being pursued, it continues to
pursue the last sighted direction of that beacon until either a higher priority beacon is detected or a preset period
elapses (2 to 5 secs) upon which the robot resumes pursuit of the highest priority visible beacon. If no beacons
are detected the robot engages wandering behaviour by
simply choosing to follow fast trajectories nearest to an

arbitrarily chosen direction
Although, the robot can become trapped .by local
minimums, noise that normally occurs in the sonar sensors results in considerable variations in trajectory selection being exhibited in trapped situations. This usually
results in shallow local mipimums being escaped without
switching behaviours, however, if the robot finds it is
unable to get closer to a pursued beacon over a preset
time interval, local minimum escape behaviour is engaged by using a similar techD:ique as [16]. To escape a
local minimum, the robot switches its behaviour between
left wall following, homing and right wall following behaviours for increasing periods of time thus:
loop
foUow lq't walls for set time
engage homing behaviour for set time
if beacon is closer then break
joUow right walls for set time
engage homing beluzviour for set time
if beacon is closer break
increase set time
end loop

Figure 8. 16 sonar and 16 IR sensors mounted on robot.

Each IR detector is mounted at an angle of 45 degrees
above horizontal to enable beacons mounted on walls and
ceilings to be detected. Each beacon (see Figure 9) is
setup to produce a 5 ms encoded signal every 100 ms and
is prioritized according to its proximity to the robot's
home position (or docking bay).

To enable the robot to pass through narrow passages
when escaping local minimums, the robot's trajectory
velocity threshold is considerably reduced while wall
following behaviour is engaged. This results in the robot
following walls (or the perimeter of. objects) more closely
·and at lower speed thereby increasing the robot's likelihood of passing between objects to reach the beacon. The
velocity threshold is also reduced when the robot detects
the home beacon to be bright and therefore close. This is
to ensure that the robot will approach the dock and enter
it instead of avoiding it.
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Figure 9. IB. beacons used to guide robot.

Experiments

To detenninethe ability of the robot to negotiate cluttered environments and retum to its docking station, we
positioned the docking station as shown in Figure 10 and
placed various obstacles around it.
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Upon exhibiting competent wall following and object
avoidance behaviour, the robot was repeatedly positioned
in the corridor and engaged in homing behaviour. In between trials, we arbitrarily moved the positions of obstacles. For most trials the robot was able to reach the
docking station and dock successfully without any additional learning being required. Escaping local minimums
like that shown in Figure 13 posed no problem for the
robot.

Figure 10. Environment for testing homing and docking behaviour of robot.

Beacons were placed within the docking station, opposite
the doorway to the lab and at two positions in the corridor
leading up to the lab as shown in Figure 10 and 11. The
docking beacon was setup to produce the highest priority
signal. Each other beacon: was assigned lesser priorities
according to their distance from the lab's entrance.

Figure 13. Examples of typical paths traversed by the robot
· s .on.
while endeavo' to reach

Figure 11. Conidor adjoining lab showing placement of beacons.

To provide the robot with sufficient trajectory velocity
perception, the robot was engaged in trajectory velocity
learning (as explained in Section 2) until competent obstacle avoidance and wall following behaviours became
exhibited within the lab
corridor. The graph shown in
Figure 12 shows the a
e·
taken over 5 trials for
competent behaviours to beca
xhibited. (For a comprehensive description on performing
see [12]).
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Figure 12. Learning curve for acquiring competent object
avoidance and wall following behaviours.

Figure 14. Paths exhibited by the robot when n81TOW passages
were encountered. (a) A narrow passage encountered for the
first time. (b) The same narrow passage after additional learning had been performed.
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However, by engaging the robot in additional learning
when unfamiliar narrow passages were encountered, the
robot would. q\lickly .• leaI11.the fast trajectories that exist
within such narrow passages and consequently acquire
the ability to negotiate narrow passages to pursue a <beacon as (shown in Figure 14(b».
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Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an effective and inexpensive means of enabling mobile robots to acquire the ability to negotiate cluttered environments, navigate to a
fixed··locationand···dock in·a confined space... The experimental results demonstrate that by learning to perceive theenvironmentintenas of trajectory velocities, a
mobile robot can quickly acquire.the . ability.to • perlona a
variety/of useful .behaviours·. ·bybeing . given simple. instructions ·.that·.describe hOWi.·•• trajectories are to ·00 selected.
Although prioritized beacons are required for the robot
tohome.. .i n onitsdoclting . station, this approach .• is inexpensive <and . . integrates .·.well /iwith .. trajectory .·velocity
learningfobots . due ito <their. acquired ability to >autom.atically <avoid. <objects while <pursuing· .agoal.location (or
direction).. ·.Fmtbermore, .·.the •.•. availability of adjustable
wall following behaviours enables .• localminimwn escape
behaviour •. to be ..incorporatedi.. into the .·robot's ·.beacon
seeking sk.illswithrelativeease.The main advantages of
this approach to mobile robot navigation are:
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